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0. Introduction
In recent years, several authors have investigated Girsanov transformations
of symmetric diffusion processes, that preserve the strong Markov property as well
as the symmetrizability, and the corresponding transformations of the associated
analytic objects, in particular the Dirichlet forms, cf. [12], [15], [16], [25], [3],
[26], [22], [11] and [13].
As an illustration, consider the following simple situation:
Let M = (Ω,^,(Xt)t>Q9 (Pz)zeRd) be the canonical Brownian motion on Rd, dεN,
and
f
f(u,Ό)= \Vu Vυ dx, u,υεHl>2(Rd\
J
the associated Dirichlet form. Let φ be a function in H^2(Rd) satisfying φ > 0 a.e.
and J|V(p|2ίίx<oo. Fix a quasi-continuous modification φ of φ, and let
o φ
defined up to the stopping time τ:=sup inf{ί>0; J0Γ
neN
By a result of P.A. Meyer and W.H. Zheng (cf.[15]), the process
Λfp = (Ω9^rφ9(Xt)t^θ9(P^)zeRd) obtained by transforming M with the multiplicative
functional
(0.1)
is a (/>2rfx-symmetric conservative diffusion^Af is defined as the unique Markov
process with life-time ( satisfying $(t<Qf(Xt)dPv = $f(Xt)L\φ]dPz for any ze£, ί>0,
and/:£->/? measurable). Let (^φ9D(^φ)) be the Dirichlet form of Mφ. Recently,
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M. Takeda showed (s.[26, Th. 4.1]) that:
(0.2) (gφ,D(gφ)) is the closure of the bilinear form
£φ(u,υ)= \Vu'Vv φ2dx,
There have been several approaches to carry over these facts to more general
symmetrizable diffusions M living on more general (even non-locally-compact) state
spaces. The transformation can be done as above, if, roughly speaking, φ is locally
in the Dirichlet space of M, and M[logφ] is the local martingale additive functional
part in Fukushima's decomposition of the additive functional \ogφ(Xt) — logφ(X0)
(cf. [13, Sect. 6.3] for details). While the construction of the transformed process,
as well as the proof of its symmetrizability have already been carried out in
[25](s.also [13, Th. 6.3.3]) in a very general situation, the identification of the
associated Dirichlet form remained open in general. Partial results for concrete
situations or under additional assumptions on φ have been obtained in [4], [22,
§10], [26] and [11]. In particular, during the time of preparation of this paper,
I received a preprint of PJ. Fitzsimmons, in which he gives a representation of
the transformed form generalizing (0.2) under very weak assumptions on the initial
diffusion, cf.[ll, Th. (5.2)]. However, Fitzsimmons supposes abstract conditions
on φ (s.[l 1, (5.3), (5.4)]), that are not always easy to check in concrete situations.
In this paper, an alternative, more analytic approach is used, provided the
Dirichlet form (£',D(£')) of the initial diffusion admits a square field operator (cf.
Section 1 below for the definition). We proceed as follows: First, we construct
a transformed Dirichlet form (Sφ,D(Sφ)) in a purely analytic way and prove
analytically (s. Theorems 1.1 and 1.4 below) that this form is quasi-regular and
has the strong local property (cf. Section 1). By general results on Dirichlet forms
(cf.[14, IV. 6.7 and V.I.11]), this implies that it is associated with a diffusion
process Mφ. Moreover, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for some
general "test-function-subspace" of D(S) (e.g. the smooth functions with compact
support, if the state space is a subset of R" or a Riemannian manifold, or the
bounded smooth cylinder functions in infinite dimensional situations) to be dense
in D($φ) (s.Theorem 1.2). As a consequence of this density property, a representation
of (£*,D(£*)) similar to (0.2) holds. Finally, we prove that the diffusion associated
with ($φ,D($φ)) is a generalized Girsanov-transform of the initial diffusion, and
thus obtain an absolute continuity result (s. Theorem 1.5). The two main ingredients
in the proof of this result are Proposition 4.1 (treating the case of φ bounded from
above and below), and the analytic considerations done before (which enable us
to pass to more general functions φ). Proposition 4.1 is also contained in [11] (cf.
Thm. 4.9), but we give an alternative proof using a method of S. Song [22].
The main advantages of this approach are:
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• It always leads to a precise description of the Dirichlet form of the
transformed process (cf. Theorems 1.1 and 1.5).
• It produces a necessary and sufficient, and rather concrete, condition on φ for a
representation of this Dirichlet form similar to (0.2) to hold (cf. Theorem 1.2 and
Corollary 1.3).
• It includes the case of non-locally-compact state spaces.
• A special localization procedure (in terms of balls w.r.t. a metric generated by
functions in the Dirichlet space) enables us to prove all the results for not
necessarily finite symmetrizing measures, and functions φ which are only locally
(in our sense) contained in the Dirichlet space. For regular Dirichlet forms on
complete locally compact separable metric spaces, our local Dirichlet space
coincides with the usual one, but it is also useful in infinite dimensional situations
(cf. the examples in Section 1).
In Section 5, we apply the results to some concrete situations, and obtain
sufficient conditions for local absolute continuity of diffusions w.r.t. Brownian
motions on Riemannian manifolds, reflected Brownian motions on smooth Euclidean
domains, and diffusions associated with gradient Dirichlet forms on Banach
spaces. In particular, we obtain generalizations of the main result (Theorem 1.5)
from [4](s. Section 5c)below), as well as the result by M.Takeda mentioned above
(s. Remark (i) in Section 5 a)).
The results of this article can also be used to study the Markovian uniqueness
of the generator of (£* \D(gφ}}. This will be done in detail in my PhD-thesis ([9]).
This work profited a lot from techniques developed in [4], [19] and [22].
1. Preparations and Main Results
Let E be a metrizable Lusin space (i.e. homeomorphic to a Borel subset of
a Polish space), &(E) its Borel-σ-algebra, and m a σ-finite positive measure on
Recall that a symmetric closed bilinear form ($,D($}} on L\E,nί) is called
a Dirichlet form, if u+ ΛleZ>(<?) and <$(u+ Λ l , w + Λl)<(f(w,w) whenever ueDffi.
D(6ϋ) is a Hubert space w.r.t. the inner product £>i(u9v):=£'(u9v) + §uvdm. The
space of all measurable functions representing a class in D(δ) is denoted D(£) as
well. The generator of (<$,D(<§)) is the unique negative-definite self-adjoint operator
(L, D(L)) such that D(S ) = D(^f^L) and g(u, v) = \^/~^Lu^/~^Lv dm for all w, v e D(g ).
We fix a Dirichlet form (£,D(g)) with generator (L,D(L)\ which satisfies the
following assumptions:
(Dl) Strong local property: <f ((/-/(O)) ° w, (g-g(ty)oU) = Q for all ueDffi and
/,geQ°(Λ) with supp/nsuppg = 0,
(D2) Existence of a square field operator: There is a positive symmetric continuous
bilinear operator Γ : D(g) x D(£) -+ Ll(E9m), such that
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)dm for all bounded u.v
We also write $(u) and Γ(u) instead of S(u,ύ) resp. Γ(w,w). Note that it is
enough to check (Dl) and (D2) with D(β} replaced by a dense subspace of bounded
functions (s.[7, I, 4.1.3 and 5.1.5]). The relation of (Dl) to other forms of the
strong local property is discussed in [7, Sect. 1.5 and Notes]. An important
consequence of (Dl) is the following "energy image density property": For a function
ueD($) the law of u under the measure Y(ύ)-m is absolutely continuous. In
particular, Γ(w) (and thus Γ(w,r), vεD($)) vanishes w-a.e. on {w = 0}, cf. [7, 1, 7.1.1].
For an increasing sequence (Fk)keN of Borel subsets of E we set
D0(£,(Fk)):={uED(δ) 9 w = 0 ra-a.e. on E\Fk for some keN}.
Recall that (Fk)keN is called an <ί-nest, if each Fk is closed and D0(S',(Fk)) is
dense in D(β\ A set TV c= E is ^-exceptional, if it is contained in (~]keN(E\Fk) for
some (f-nest (Fk)keN9 and a property of points in E holds <f-quasi-everywhere (<?-q.e.),
if it holds up to an $ -exceptional set. Finally, a function f:E-+R is called
δ -quasi-continuous if there is an <f-nest (Fk)keN such that the restriction of / to Fk
is continuous for all keN.
We are going to introduce a special kind of local Dirichlet spaces. We first
need some preparations:
Let ^ be a set of ^-quasi-continuous functions in D(β\ such that
(1.1) Γ(ί)<l VξεV.
We assume that # is symmetric (i.e. #=—#), and that there is an <ί-nest (Fk)keN
such that all the restrictions of functions in % to sets Fk,fce/V, are continuous.
This is e.g. the case if # is a subset of a countably generated linear space of
quasicontinuous functions (cf.[14, Prop. 1.3.3]) or consists of continuous
functions. We define a pseudo-metric ρ:ExE^> [0,oo] by
(1.2) p(x,y):=sup(ξ(x)-ξ(y)).
ξeV
Fix peE and let pp:=p( ,p). We assume
(1.3) (E,p) is separable and
(1.4) Pp<°o w-a.e. .
Note that (1.3) holds whenever the p-topology is weaker than the original topology
on E. For k e N let
(1.5) Ek:={zeEιpp(z)<k} and ek(z):=(k-pp(z))+ Λ l (zeE).
Modifying similar considerations of M. Biroli/U. Mosco ([6]) and K.T. Sturm ([23]),
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we can show that the functions ek are nice cut-off functions in the following sense:
(1.6) For all kεN, ek(z) = WzeE\Ek, and ek(z)=WzεEk_ί
(1.7) eksl /H-a.e.
(1.8) u - ek e D(g) and T(u -ek)<2 (u2 + Γ(u))
whenever ueD((ί) and keN.
(1.6) is obvious, (1.7) follows from (1.4), and the proof of (1.8) is given in the
appendix (Proposition Al).
It is a consequence of (1.8) that (EknFk)k^N is an ^-nest (s. Appendix, Corollary
A2). In particular, D0(f9(E^) is dense in D(S'). Let
£,m) and
In addition to (Dl) and (D2) we assume:
(D3) £(L)nZ)J'°°(<f,(£fc)) is dense in
We will show in Section 5 below how to check (D3) in concrete situations.
Now we define the local Dirichlet space Dloc(&,(Ek)) as the set of all measurable
functions u\E-*R satisfying
(1.9) Vλ:eΛGwke£>(<ί): u = uk m-a.e. on Ek.
EXAMPLES
1) We may always choose ^ = {0}. In this case p = 0, thus ek=l
and Ek = E for all keN, hence D0(£,(Ek)) = Dloc(g,(Ek)) = D((ί).
2) Assume that E is a locally compact separable metric space and ($,D($)) is
regular (i.e. C0(E)n /)(<?) is dense both in D(g] w.r.t. the ^rnorm and in C0(E)
w.r.t. the uniform norm). Let %:={ξEC0(E)nD(g)ι Γ(ξ)<l}. The associated
pseudo-metric p is called the intrinsic pseudo-metric of ($,D($)) (s. [6],
[24]). Suppose that p is a metric which gives back the original topology on E,
and that the metric space (E9p) is complete. Then Ek is relatively compact for
any keN, cf. [24, Th. 2]. On the other hand, any compact subset of E is contained
in some Ek. Thus D0(S'9(Ek)) consists of the elements of D(S>) with compact
support, and Dloc(£,(Ek)) coincides with the local Dirichlet space as it is usually
defined in the locally compact case (i.e. ueDloc(ff9(Ek)) iff for any relatively compact
open subset G of E there is a function u'eD(S>) such that u = u' m-a.e. on G).
3) For the choice of ^  and the definition of non-trivial local Dirichlet spaces in
certain infinite dimensional situations cf. Example c), Choice B, in Section 5 below.
Because of the energy image density property, we can assign to any u,ve
Dloc(S>,(Ek)) a (unique) m-class Y(u,v) such that Γ(u,v) = Γ(u',vr) m-a.e. on Ek, whenever
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keN and w',ι/e£>(<ί) such that u = u' and υ = υ' m-a.e. on Ek (s.[7, I, 7.1.4]).
We fix a function φeDloc($,(Ek)), φ>0 m-a.e. Note that the m- and φ2m-classes
of functions E^R coincide. We define a symmetric bilinear form (S>φ,^φ) on
L2(E,φ2m) by
(1.10) J Γ 2 2 Ii 6 ' J " u ψ w < c oj
- f 2M,y.-J u,vφ
In particular, we have ®φ = Z)(<ί) whenever φ is bounded. In Section 2 below we
prove:
Theorem 1.1. (Sφ92φ) w densely defined and closable on L2(E9φ2 m). The
closure ($φ,D($ψ)) is a Dirichlet form with the strong local property.
To state the next result, let stf be a linear space consisting of functions in
. Suppose that si is dense in D(g] and satisfies
(1.11) j/ is closed under composition with Lipschitz-continuous functions
feCj?(Rd\ deN, vanishing at the origin.
Here, C™(Rd) is the set of all infinitely often differentiable functions such that
all partial derivatives are bounded. Clearly, si is contained in 3)φ. stf should
be thought of as a space of "test-functions" — typical examples are the smooth
functions with compact support on a subset of Rn or a manifold and the bounded
smooth cylinder functions on a topological vector space, see also Remark 5.4. We
denote the closure of &/ w.r.t. the c^f-norm as «c?, and fix functions f
n
eCl(R) such
that χ - M π < / w < χ - π - 2 w + 2 and |
Theorem 1.2. (<?φ,jS) is a Dirichlet form, which coincides with (gφ,D(gφ)} if
and only if
(1.12) /
π
(log φ) ekejtf for all k,n e N.
Note that for we j* we have Γ
Corollary 1.3. Suppose <$ c: «s/. Let /?,^re[2,oo] ^wcΛ that p~l +q~l =
and assume that the following conditions hold for any k,neN:
(1.13)
(1.14) There is a sequence Wje j/(/e/V) ,ywc/z ί/zαί M/^yM(log^) m-a.e. on Ek and
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sup r(uy/2dm«x>.
leN JEk
Then (<rχ) = (<f^ £(<H).
The proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 are given in Section 2 below.
REMARKS, (i) If φ is bounded on any EhkεN, (1.13) and (1.14) always hold
with q=co and p = 2. In fact, f
n
olog:(0,oo)->/? can be extended to a C^-map
from R to R vanishing at 0, so we have/M(logφ)e/)loc(<ί,(£fc)). Since stf is dense in
D(<$\ this implies (1.14).
(ii) For certain gradient-type Dirichlet forms on finite and infinite dimensional
state spaces, it can be shown that (1.12) holds for any φEDloc(S>9(Ek))ι see in
particular the remarks in Section 5 a) and c).
(iii) Suppose s/ c: D(L)r\D^(g9(E^) and L(j/) c L2(E,φ2 m). Then it can
be shown that Λ/ is contained in the domain D(Lφ) of the generator Lφ of (<gφ,D(gφ))
and Lφu = Lu + φ~1Γ(φ,u) V w e sύ. Moreover, Theorem 1.2 can be applied to obtain
a criterion for (Lφ9jtf) to be Markov-unique (i.e. (Lφ,D(Lφ)) is the only self-adjoint
operator on L2(E,φ2m) extending (Lφ,<s/) that generates a Markovian semigroup).
This criterion, which generalizes results of [19], will be proved in my PhD-thesis ([9]).
Recall that the Dirichlet form ($,D($)) is called quasi-regular, if the following
conditions hold:
(i) There is an (f-nest of compacts,
(ii) Every uED(S>) has an $ -quasi continuous modification,
(iii) There are an ^-exceptional set N a E and ^-quasi continuous functions
u
n
ED($) (neN) that separate the points of E\N.
The notion of quasi-regularity is important, because a symmetric Dirichlet
form on L2(E9m) is quasi-regular if and only if there is an associated right process
(s. [14, IV.6.7]).
In Section 3 we show:
Theorem 1.4. (i) Every $-nest is an $φ-nest.
(ii) // (&9 £>(<£)) is quasi-regular, then (£φ,D(gφ)) is quasi-regular.
Now suppose that (<ί,£>(<?)) is quasi regular. The strong local property (Dl)
implies in particular, that &(u,υ) = Q whenever u,υeD(δ) such that u-v = 0 m-a.e.
(s. [7, I, Prop. 5.1.3]). Thus by [14, V.I.11 and IV.6.7], there is a diffusion process
M=(Ω^,(Xt)t>0,(Pz)zeEA) properly associated with (g,D(f)\ i.e.
<pJ)(z):=E
x
[f(XJ] (ZEE)
is an <?-q.c. m-version of etLf for any square integrable bounded function f:E -> R
and t>Q. Here Δ is the cemetery point, Ez means expectation w.r.t. PZ9 and we
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set/(Δ) := 0. M is w-symmetric, i.e. \ptfgdm = \fptgdm for all t>0 and all bounded
measurable f,g\E^R. We may assume, that M is canonical, i.e. Ω is the space
of continuous ^-valued paths ω:[0,£(ω))-> E with life-time £e[0,oo], Xt(ω) =
ω(t) VO<f<C(ω) and Xt(ω) = Δ W>C(ω).
Because of Theorems 1.1 and 1.4, we also have a <p2w-symmetric canonical
diffusion Mφ = (Ώ^φ9(Xt)t^(P^)zeEΔ) properly associated with (<$φ,D(<§φ)\
We will show in Lemma 3.1, that the functions in Dloc(S,(E^) have ^-quasi-
continuous modifications. Let φ be such a modification of φ. Because of Corollary
A2 in the appendix, we can find an ^-nest (Ek)k€N such that Ek a Ek and φ\E> is
continuous for any keN. Let
(1.15) Ef:=Ekn{k-l<φ<k}.
We will show in Lemma 3.2 below, that (E£)keN is an tf^-nest. Since φ is in
Dloc(£',(Ek)\ we can find functions φ(k)eD(S>) (keN) such that
(1.16) φ = φW = φk w-a.e. on Eg.
where φk:=(φ(k)f\k)Vk~l. Let φk be an (f-q.c. modification of φk, and set
φfc(Δ):=0. By [13, Thm. 5.5.1], we have the Fukushima decomposition (w.r.t. M)
log φk(Xt) - \ogφk(X0) = M}1°*^+ TV™
of the additive functional on the left-hand side into a martingale additive functional
locally of finite energy M\logφk] and a continuous additive functional locally of zero
energy 7Vj logφkl. Because of the regularization method of S. Albeverio, Z.M. Ma
and M. Rockner (s. [14, Ch. VI]), the decomposition exists, even if the state space
is not locally compact and ($,D($)} is not regular; cf. Section 4b) below for details.
For f>0 and keN let @t'=σ(Xs\Q<s<i) and
σk:=mϊ{s>0; XseE\E?}.
For a positive measure μ on @l(E) we set Pμ := JPZ[ ]μ (dz). M is called conservative,
if ζ=oo P
z
-a.s. for <f-q.e. z. Our final theorem shows that Mφ is a generalized
Girsanov transform of M, provided M is conservative:
Theorem 1.5. Suppose that M is conservative. Then for <%φ-q.e. zεE, Pφz is
locally absolutely continuous w.r.t. Pz up to the life-time £, i.e.,
^l*en{r<0«Λkn{t<0 Vί > 0.
In particular, Pφ
φ
ι.
m
 is locally absolutely continuous w.r.t. P
m
 up to ζ.
More precisely, we have:
(i) /?[supteJVσfc<C]=0 for g*-q.e. zeE.
(ii) Let ί>0 and fceyV\{l}. Then for <ίφ-q.e. zeE, P* and Pz are equivalent on
the σ-algebra &tr\{t<σk_ί} with density
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—
 exPdP,^(t<ak,l} *λ 2
The proof is given in Section 4.
REMARK. Theorem 1.5 does not make a direct statement about the law of
the life-time under P^2.m. In fact, the diffusion M
φ
 may explode with strictly
positive probability, although M is conservative. Sufficient criteria for conservative-
ness of Mφ are given in [27] and [13, Th. 6.3.3], e.g. it is enough that |Γ(φ) dm < oo.
In Section 5 we show how to apply Theorems 1.1 - 1.5 to concrete examples. In
particular, we discuss Girsanov type transformations of Brownian motion on
manifolds, reflected Brownian motion on smooth Euclidean domains, and diffusions
associated with gradient Dirichlet forms on Banach spaces.
2. Transformation of the Dirichlet Form
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 and 1.2, and Corollary 1.3. The following
lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1.1:
Lemma 2.1. Let ψ be a bounded function in Dloc($,(Ek)) satisfying
m-a.e. Then for all functions u,ι
\Γ(u,v)ψ2dm=-
«
where L*v =
Proof. Fix u,vεD(L)r\DQ'™($,(E^\ Since u vanishes m-a.e. on E\Ek for
some fceTV, we can find a bounded function ψeDffl such that \j/ = φ m-a.e. on
{w/0}. ψ2 and uψ2 ( = u\ί/2) are in D(£). Using the functional calculus for
Dirichlet forms with strong local property (cf.[7, Sect. 1.6]) and the fact that Γ(u,v)
vanishes m-a.e. on {w = 0}, we obtain
Γ Γ - Γ Γ\Γ(u,v)ψ2dm= \Γ(u,v)\l/2 dm= \Y(u\j/2,ύ)dm — \uΓ(ψ29v)d)
J J J J
Γ 2 Γju ,v m- u ,v ju
= - \u (Lv + 2ψ-1Γ(ψ,v))ψ2dm.
Now choose \lt'eD($) such that ψ = ψ' w-a.e. on {υ ^ 0}. Then we have
||Γ(»)||i>/2 w-a e on ίr^0}' and Γ(^f)=0 m-a.e. on
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{t; = 0}. We obtain Γ(ψ9v)eL2(E9m), and thus \l/~lΓ(φ,v)eL2(E,ιl/2m). The claim
follows from the fact that Lv e L2(E,m) c L2(Eψ2m\ because ψ is bounded. Π
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If φ is bounded, @φ = D(g\ and by [14, Prop.I.3.3.], the
closability stated is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.1 and (D3).
Now, we consider the case of not necessarily bounded φ. We want to
aproximate ueL2(E,φ2m) by elements of Q)φ w.r.t. the L2(E,φ2m)-norm. Without
loss of generality we may assume that u vanishes w-a.e. outside {i~1<φ<ί} for
some ieN. Choose u
n
eD0(S>9(Ek)) such that un-*u in L\E,m\ and fe Co°((0, oo)),
0</<1, such that/=l on [Γ1,/]. Then /(<p) WM converges to u in L\E,m) and
thus in L2(E,φ2m). For ne N we choose φED(S>) s.t. φ = φ m-a.e. on {MM^O}. Then
we have /(φ) u
n
 =f(φ) u
n
 E D(£) and
[((/(<?) Ό2 + T(f(φ) ' u
n
))φ2 dm = (( (f(φ) un)2 + T(f(φ) ' un))φ2 dm
where c is the supremum of the support of / So f(φ) u
n
 is in $)φ for all n e TV,
and hence ^  is dense in L2(E,φ2m).
Next, we define a symmetric bilinear form (&φ + ,D(gφΛ}) on L2(E9φ2m) by
(2. 1) £>(<T ' +) - u e ΠM
(-actually all the spaces D($φΛ"), neN, coincide, but this is not important here). As
a supremum of closed forms, (£'φ'+,D(£>φ'+)) is closed. This can be shown similarly
to [14, Prop. I. 3.7], cf. [10, Lemma A5]. Moreover, (gφ> + ,D(£φ'+)) extends
(δφ,2φ\ which is hence closable. ($φ>+,D(S>φ'+)) is an extension of the closure
(£φ,D(&*)) as well. We will show later, that actually both forms coincide (s.
Corollary 2.4 below).
For we^φ, ε>0, and a smooth function g
ε
:R -> [ — ε,l -f ε] such that g
ε
 = id
on [0,1] and |^|<1, we have g
ε
°ueD($] and
Γ
Γ(g
ε
 o u)φ2 dm =\(g'
ε
° ύ)2Y(u)φ2 dm < gφ(u).
«/
Thus g
ε
 o u is in D(gφ) and
(2.2)
so by [14, 1.4.10], (gφ,D(δφ)) is a Dirichlet form.
Finally, by the chain rule for Γ, we have
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W°"-/(0),g°H-g(0))= l/Όiig 'o i i Γ(ιι) φ2dm = Q
whenever ue@φ and f,geC£(R) with supp/nsupp# = 0. Since 2φ is dense in
φ\ this implies the strong local property for (δ φ, D(δφ)). Π
We now fix functions /„, w e N, as in Theorem 1.2, and define (<?φ + , /)(<?*• +))
as in (2.1). The following proposition is crucial for our approach. It is the
essential step not only in the proof of Theorem 1.2, but also in that of Theorem
1.4 and Lemma 3.2 in the next section.
Proposition 2.2. Let ^ be a dense subset in D($) satisfying:
(2.3) For any ueΉ and c>0 there is a map T:R -> [ — c— l,c+l] such that
T\s) = s Vje[-c,c], \T(s)-T(t)\<\s-t\ VsjeR, and
Then &
φ
 := span {/M(log φ)-ek- M; k,n^N,ue^ n L°°(^,m)} is α subspace ofD(Sφ\ which
is dense in
Since we can always apply the proposition with ^  = D($\ we obtain in particular
that D($φ) is dense in, and hence equal to, D($φ'+\ Thus we have shown:
Corollary 2.3. (£φ,D(£φ)) = (£φ>
For the proof of Proposition 2.2 we need a preparatory lemma:
Lemma 2.4. Let c>0.
(i) Let u be a function in D($) vanishing m-a.e. on {φ>c}. Then u is in D($φ) and
^(u) = S>φΛC(u).
(ii) The form (δφ Λ \D(δφ Λ c)) admits a square field operator Yφ Λ c, and Tφ Λ c(w, v) = Γ(u, v)
for all u,vεD(£).
Proof, (i) Since Γ(u) vanishes m-a.e. on {w = 0}, we have
\(u2 + Γ(u))φ2 dm =\ (u2 + Γ(u))φ2 dm<c2- δ
v
(u) < oo,
J J{φ<c}
hence u is in D(<$φ\ Moreover,
= gφΛ c(u).
(φ<c]
For u9vED(S>)nLco(E,m) we have
*(u) = \ Γ(ύ)φ2 dm = Γ(u)(φ Λ c)
J{
φ
<c} J(
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f
g*ΛC(UΌ,u)-$g*ΛC(v9u2)= \(Γ(uυ,u)-il>,u2))(φ Λc)2dm
J
r
= \v Y(u,u)(φ/\c)2 dm
J
by the product rule for Γ. Since D(S)r\L<x>(E,m) is dense in D(S>φΛC)9 the claim
follows by [7, Sect. 1.4.1]. Π
Proof of Proposition 2.2. We denote the closure of a subset ϊF a D(S>φ'+)
w.r.t. the iff'+-norm by 2F.
Step 1. 9
φ
 c
Fix InεN and we^nL°°(£:,m). The map/,,°log:(0,oo)-»/? can be extended to
a Cb-map from R to J? vanishing at 0. Thus we have/
π
(log φ) e Dloc(&9(EJ) n L™(E,m)
and (by (1.8))/
Λ
(logφ) ^ «eD(^φ). The claim follows, since Lemma 2.4(i) implies
Step 2.
Fix uεD($φ'+] and fceΛ^. Because of Lemma 2.4(ii), we may apply Proposition
Al from the appendix to each of the forms (<?<pΛί,Z)((f<iί>ΛI')), ieN. We obtain
u ekεD(gφΛi) and
£φ Λ \u ek)<2'<$Γ *(") < 2 ' <?T' +(4
Thus u-ek is in Z)( '^+), and &φ +(u-ek)<2' ^+(u\ But (u ek)keN converges to u
in L2(E,φ2m) by Lebesgue's theorem and (1.7), so the theorems of Banach / Alaoglu
and Banach /Saks (cf. [14, Appendix 2]) imply, that the Cesaro means of a
subsequence of (u ek)keN converge to u in D($φ'+). This proves the claim of Step
2, since the functions u-ek(keN), and thus their Cesaro means, are in D0($φ' +,(Ek)).
Step 3. £0(<TΛ(£k)) c .T,
where ^:-Z)0(^'+,(£'fcn{^6[A:-1,A:]}))nL00(^,m).
We fix ueD0(S>φΛ,(Ek))r\L(X)(E,m) and fceWsuch that u vanishes m-a.e. outside
Ek. Let ψεDffl such that φ = ψ m-a.e. on Ek. By (1.8), we have for all neN
(2.4) /.(log φ) - ek =/B(log ^r) ^ e Z)(ί) and
Γ(/
w
(log φ) - ek) < 2 - (1 + Γ(/w(lo
Because of the strong local property we obtain
Γ Γ
Γ(/
w
(log φ) - ek)φ2 dm = Γ(/M(log φ) ek)φ2 dm
ί
r
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+ ΓOA))rfm<2
Ek
Thus/
π
(h>g<p) <?fc is in D(δ*) a D(£φ<+) for all neN and
'(f
n
(\ogφ) ek)<2 £1(ψ)<«
neN
Since all the forms (£φΛi,D(£φΛi)), ieN9 are Dirichlet forms, (gφ> + ,D(gφ>+)) is a
Dirichlet form, too. Therefore we obtain
/
w
(log φ) u =/Λlog φ)-ek ue D(<T ' +) and
)^
But the sequence (/
π
(log φ) - u)
neN converges to u m-a.e. and thus in L
2(E,φ2m\ so
the Cesaro means of a properly chosen subsequence are elements of ffl that converge
to u in D(gφ>+).
Hence we have shown D0(S><pi+,(Ek))r\LCX)(E,m) a J&, which implies the claim
of Step 3.
Step 4. tf d <3
φ
.
Fix weJf. We choose k,neN such that u=f
n
(\ogφ)-ek'U, and /eTV such that
/
n
olog = 0 on (/,oo). In particular, u = Q m-a.e. on {φ>i}. By assumption, ^ is
dense in D(S') w.r.t. the (f
r
norm and thus in D(<f)<pAί) w.r.t. the (ftΛί-norm.
Since we/)(<Γ>'+) c /)(<fφΛI'), we can find a sequence w 7e^ (/eΛ7) such that
\iml_aoS'^
Λi(ul — u) = 0. For any leN, we choose a contraction Tt:R -> [— H t / H ^ — 1,
NL + 1] such that Γ )^ = j V j e C - l l i i l U J I n l l J and T
I claim that the Cesaro means wt of a subsequence of
converge to u w.r.t. the ^ΛI-norm. In fact, we have /
w
(log φ) ek e D(£φ A l), and
thus t? le£K^
ΛI) for all leN,
(2.5) k-wμiΛOog^ ^ Γ^-ΛOogφ)-^^^^ and
(2.6) sup^Aί(ι;I)*<sup^Aί(iίl)* + (||ιι|L + l) ^AUθog^^
leN leN
By (2.5), (ϋ/ίiejv converges to w in L™(E,(φί\i)2m\ so the claim follows from (2.6)
by the usual arguments.
Lemma 2.4 (i) and the fact that the w, vanish on {φ>i} now imply w
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V/ety and
<?φι(wι ~ O = <TT Λ Vι ~ w J -> 0 (/,/H -> oo).
So (w
z
)
ί6Λr converges in D($φ), the limit has to be M. This completes the proof of
Step 4, since the wt are in &φ.
Step 2, 3 and 4 now imply <g
φ
 = D(gφ' + ). Π
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For we<£/, ε>0, and a Q°° -function
&:!?-»[ — ε,l+ε] such that g
ε
(s) = s Vje[0,l] and |g
ε
|<l, we have g
ε
°u€<tf by
(1.11), and <f *(ge o u) < <f(w) by (2.2). Thus the closed form (£φ,ά) is a Dirichlet form.
Moreover, for any c>0 we can find a C^-map Γ:/? -» [ — c— l,c+l] such
that 7fc) = ,s V^e[-c,c] and |Γ'|<1. By (1.11), Γ°w is in si whenever we^, so
we may apply Proposition 2.3 with Ή — stf to conclude that j^ (as defined in the
proposition) is dense in D($φ).
Now suppose (1.12) holds. Then j/ contains j/
φ
, since it is a Dirichlet
space, and thus we obtain jZ = D(&φ). On the other hand, $ϊ = D(gφ) implies (1.12)
because of Lemma 2.5 (i). Π
REMARK. For u9ves/ we have
gφ(uv,u)-^φ(v,u2) = J(Γ(wι;,M2) -iΓ(t;, u2))φ2 dm = $v Γ(u,u)φ2 dm.
Thus ($φ,jtf) admits a square field operator, which coincides with Γ on
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Fix k.neN. For wej/, Holder's inequality implies
a \2/p (Γ \2/qY(uYl2dm) ( \ φqdm) .Ek / \JEk /
Thus by the assumptions, we can find a sequence ut e stf (/e N) such that ut -> /w(log φ)
m-a.e. on Ek and
f
(2.7) sup Γ(ut)φ2 dm<ao.
Since/M(log (/?) is bounded and J3/ satisfies (1.11), we may assume that (ut)leN is
uniformly bounded. For /e TV let vt := u{ ek. Then (ty)ίeΛr converges to /w(log φ) ek
m-a.e., and (1^1)^^ is dominated by sup^UwjH χEk for all leN. But \EkΨ2dm< oo,
so vl^fn(\ogφ) ek in L2(E,φ2m) by Lebesgue's theorem. Since ^ is a subset of
J2/, the square field operators of (β,D(S>)) and (^,tj/) coincide on <£ (s. the remark
above). Hence we may apply Proposition A 1 from the appendix to (^,j/). We
obtain i^ej/ and
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vj = Γ(Vl)φ2 dm<2\ (!>,) + uf)φ2 dm
JEk JEk
<2 (sup Γ(ι*0<p2^ + sup||tιj
w
 φ
2dm]<ao V/eW.
\leNJEk leN J
 Ek /
Thus the Cέsaro means of a subsequence of (υ j)
ίeΛr
 converge to /M(log φ) - ek w.r.t.
the (ff-norm. Hence /
w
(log φ) ek is in j? for all k.neN. The claim follows from
Theorem 1.2. Π
3. Potential Theory of the Transformaed Form
In this section we prove some potential theoretic properties of ($φ,D($φ))
which will be needed to show the existence of an associated diffusion, and to
identify it as the Girsanov-transform of the initial diffusion. We first need a
preparatory lemma:
Lemma 3.1. If ($,D($)) is quasi-regular, then any uEDloc(£',(Ek)) has an
$ -quasi-continuous modification u.
Proof. For any keN there is a function ukeD($) such that u = uk m-a.e. on
{pp<k}. Because of the quasi-regularity, we may choose an $-q.c. modification
uk. But by Corollary A 2 (ii) in the appendix, pp is (f-q.c., so {ρp<k} is ^-quasi-open
(i.e. there is an <f-nest (Ff)leN such that {pp<k}nFf is relatively open in F{ for
any leN. Thus for kJeN, uk and UΛ coincide <ί-q.e. on {pp<k/\l} (cf. [13, Lemma
2.1.5]), and hence there is a modification u of u such that u = uk <f-q.e. on {ρp<k}
for all kεN. Because of Corollary A 2 (i), we can find an <f-nest (Fk)keN, such
that for all keN Fk c {pp<k}, u\F^ = uk\F^ and uk\F» is continuous. Hence u is ^-q.c.
D
Proof of Theorem 1.4
(i) Suppose (Fk)keN is an <f-nest; so D0(ff9(Fk)) is dense in D(S>). For c>0 and
uEDo(&9(Fk)) we have (uf\c)V(-c)GD0(£>,(Fk)). Thus, by Proposition 2.2,
Jtf3 :=span{f
n
(\ogφ)-ek uι k,nεN, ueD0(&,(Fk)) bounded}
is a dense subspace of D(βφ\ Since (Fk)keN is increasing, 3£ consisits of functions
that vanish outside some Fk, keN. Thus, D0(<$φ,(Fk)) is dense in D(δφ\ and (Fk)keN
is an ^-nest.
(ii) Assume (^ ,D(^ )) is quasi-regular. Then there is an (f-nest (Fk)keN of
compacts, and by (i), (Fk)keN is an ^-nest, too.
Moreover, the elements of 2φ have S'-q.c. modifications. But every ^-nest is
an δ ^ -nest, so these modifications are <^-q.c., too. Since Q)φ is dense in D(^),every
has an ^-q.c. modification (cf. [14, III. 3.5]).
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Finally, fix (f-q.c. functions utED(^) (I EN) that separate the points of E up
to an ^-exceptional set N. We may assume, that the U
Λ
 are bounded. By Corollary
A 2 in the appendix, the functions ek,kεN, are <ί-q.c., and eksl&-q.e. Moreover,
we can choose an <f-q.c. modification φ of φ by Lemma 3.1. We fix smooth
functions A,. : [0, oo) -*> [0,1] (iεN) such that A t(0)=l, /φ) = 0 for all s>i, ieN, and
suPietf hi(s)=l for all ^>0. Then the functions
Ki,*,i : = M/'«VAi(<P) ( = w/ ek + ttl ek (A ί-iXφ)) (/,&,/ e/V)
are <f-q.c. functions in Z>((f) (since ti,-^, (A f- iχ<p)e /)(<£) nL°°(£,w)). Because of
(i) and Lemma 2.4 (i), they are also <?φ-q.c. elements of £>(< )^. But
w/ = supfcfί κ/tJU <ί-q.e. V/eTV,
so
 {M/,M> IfaiεN} separates the points of E up to an ^-exceptional, and hence
^-exceptional, set. This proves the quasi-regularity of (S>φ, D(Sφ)\ Π
Now assume that (<ί,D((f)) is quasi-regular, and let φ be an (f-q.c. modification
of φ. By Theorem 1.4 (i), φ is (f^-q.c., too. The set {φ = 0} may not be
^-exceptional, but by the following lemma it is always ^-exceptional:
Lemma 3.2. Let (Fk)keN be an S-nest such that φ\Fk is continuous for any keN,
and let Fk:=Fkn{k~l <φ<k} (kεN). Then (Fk)keN is an
Proof. The sets Ffc, kεN, are closed. Applying Proposition 2.2 with
# := D0(&,(Fk)) shows that D0(£,(Fί)) is dense in D(gφ). D
4. The Associated Diffusion
In this section we identify the diffusion process associated with (S'φ,D(S>φ)) as the
(generalized) Girsanov transform of the diffusion associated with (&9D(&)), provided
the latter is quasi-regular and conservative.
a) Identification under restrictions on (S>,D(S>)) and φ
In this subsection, we assume that E is a locally compact separable metric
space, m is a positive Radon measure on 3t(E\ (£,D(<$)) is a regular (i.e. C0(E)nD(S>)
is both dense in D($) w.r.t. the <f
r
norm and in C0(E) w.r.t. the uniform norm)
Dirichlet form on Lz(E,m) satisfying (D 1) and (D 2), and
for some ψε D(<$)) and nεN. In this case, we can define the transformed form
on L2(E,φ2m) by
(4.1) D(S>φ):=D(S>), £φ(u,υ):= \Y(u,v)φ2 dm.'(«,»):  JΓ M<
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Since the ^ and (ί^-norm are equivalent, ($φ,D($φ)) is a regular Dirichlet form
as well. Let M=(Ω,JZΓ,(A'
ί
)f>0,(Fz)ze£J and Mφ = (Ω,J^φ,(Arf)ί>0,(/^)Z6£J be m-resp.
φ
2
m-symmetric canonical diffusions properly associated with ((f,Z)(<f)) resp.
($φ,D($φ}}. Since φ is bounded from below, log φ is locally in D($] (i.e.for any
relatively compact open subset G of E there is a function ueDffl such that u = \ogφ
m-a.e. on G). Thus the Fukushima decomposition w.r.t. M of the additive functional
log φ(Xt) — log φ(XQ\ where φ is an (f-q.c. modification of φ, exists. Let M^°*φ} be
the local martingale part.
The following proposition was first proved by S. Song (s. [22, §8, Lemma 2 and
3]) in the special situation of classical Dirichlet forms on topological vector
spaces. Song partially extended a previous result by S. Albeverio, M. Rockner
and T.S. Zhang ([4]). His proof carries over to our situation with minor
changes. For the reader's convenience, we nevertheless give a detailed proof.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that M is conservative. Then Pφz and Pz are locally
equivalent for S'-q.e. zeE with density
(4.2)
dPz
= exp(M[log<p] - i< A/1108"1),) W > 0.
Proof. For f>0 let L^]:=exp(Mίlog<p]-i<^Iog<p]>t) and let J% be the natural
filtration of M, i.e. Γe J% if and only if Γ is in the /^-completion of σ(X
s
'90<s<t)
for any probability measure μ on EΔ. It is shown in [13, Lemma 6.3.5], that
there is a φ2m-symmetric diffusion Aίφ = (Ω,^'φ,(Λrf)f^0,(Ff)26EJ, such that
(4.3) E!{.F χ(T<ώ=EsίLφ F] VzeE
for any bounded (J%)-stopping time T and any J^
Γ
-measurable bounded function
F:Ω^R. Moreover, Γ(φ) is well-defined, because φ is locally in D(β\ and
\Y(φ)dm< \
Thus, by [13, Lemma 6.3.7], Mφ is conservative. In particular, we have for <ί-q.e.
zeE:
(4.4) Sζ\F}=EJΪLψ'F\ for any T and F as in (4.3).
Since M[log<^] is a local (J%)-martingale, L\φ] is a non-negative local (J%)-martingale,
and hence a supermartingale under Pz for <ί-q.e. z. But by (4.4), £Z[L|Φ1] = 1
for all t > 0 and S-q.e. z, so L|φ] is even an (J%)-martingale under Pz for <f-q.e. z.
Let (pt)f>o and (^f)ί>o be the transition semigroups of M resp. Mφ. We denote
by (/?
α
)
α
>0
 r
esp. (^α)«>o tne resolvents of M and Λ/φ, i.e.
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(4.5) (RJKz):=E,\Γe-«f(XJdt]= f
LJo J Jo
(4.6) (Rlf)(z) := E* Γ f Y«m) dλ = f V«'(/7f/)(z) dt
for all z e E and all bounded measurable f'.E^R. Note that because of the
w-resp. φ2ra-symmetry of M resp. Mφ, pt, aRΛ9 p? and α/ί£ are contractions w.r.t.
the Ll(E,m)- resp. L^φ^-norm. Thus (4.5) and (4.6) make sense for any
integrable /: E -> R.
Now, we proceed in two steps: In Step 1 we show that
(4.7) RφJ= RJ+ 2SζΓ(RJ9 log φ) m-a.e.
for any bounded, m-square integrable/: E -> R and α > 0. In Step 2 we conclude that
Mφ is properly associated with (<§φ,D($φ)\ This completes the proof of the lemma:
In fact, Mφ is properly associated with (βφ,D(βφ^) as well, and thus it follows from
[14, IV. 6.4 and IV.6.2(ii)] and monotone class arguments, that
(4.8) Pφz=Pφz on ^  (:=σ(Xt'9t>0)) for <T-q.e. zeE.
But the ^Ί-and (f?-norm are equivalent, and thus (4.8) holds for <f-q.e. zeE,
too. (4.4) implies the claim of the lemma.
Step 1. First note, that for any u locally in D(S')
(4.9) Γ(ιι,log φ) = Γ(w,log ψ) χ{π
Thus Γ(^
α
/, log φ) is integrable w.r.t. m and φ2m, and R%Γ(R
Λ
f, log φ) exists m-a.e.
Because of the strong local property of (<f,Z>(<ί)), 2 Γ(Λ
α
/, log φ) - m is the
Revuz measure of the additive functional <M[Rα/],M[log<iPl> (s. [13, Lemma 5.3.3
and (3.2.20)]). Thus
z
-a.s. for ^-q.e. z,
independent of the version of ΓC/ί^logφ) chosen (s. [10, Beispiel A72] for
details). Moreover, by Itό's formula, we have /Va.s. for (f-q.e. z
=l+
Jo
= \
J
Llφ]dA4lloeφ\ and thus
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= 2 \L
Jo
™Γ(RJ, log φ)(Xt) dt Ms > 0.
For n e N let T
n
 := inΐ{t > 0; L\φ} > n}. Then T
n
 | oo P2-a.s. for <f -q.e. z. By Fubini's
Theorem and by dominated convergence, we obtain for m-a.e. zeE:
(4.10)
Γ°° Γ/Γ°° \ Ί
= 2- £J α*-"ώ LE^ ΓK/logφ)^)
Jo L\Jί / J
rpoo / f s Λ T
n
 \ η
- lim ^ J α*-'5 2L[^  Γ(/?
α
/, log φ)(Xt) dt\ds\
n^ao LJθ VJθ / J
«-»oo LJo
Λ
w-»ooJθ
= lim
Note that our use of Fubini's and Lebesgue's Theorem is justified, since for any
(J^-stopping time T and ra-a.e. zeE:
(4.11) αe~ω£
z
[|<Af[Jlβ/],L^]>SΛT|]έfe
Jo
= £lΓVα* ΓTL\^Γ(RJ9logφ)(Xt)dt ds'lLJo Jo J
< E\ Γoe-- ΓL^ \Γ(RJ, log φXJQ| dt ds\
LJo Jo J
by the same calculation as above. Thus all the integrands appearing above are
integrable on the respective product spaces, and the integrand in the third line of
(4.11) can be used as an integrable majorant.
Now, we will calculate the right hand side of (4.10). Since M is properly
associated with (β,D($)\ R
a
f is (f-quasi continuous. Hence t\-^R
a
f(Xt) is
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continuous Pz-a.s. for (f-q.e. z, because M is a conservative diffusion. Moreover,
the Fukushima decomposition of R
Λ
f(X^ — R
a
f(XQ) w.r.t. M reduces to the usual
semi-martingale decomposition and
= RJ(XS] - RJ(X0) - (κRJ-f)(Xt) dt to > 0
Pz-a.s. for <ί-q.e. z. Since / is bounded, we obtain by (4.4), dominated convergence
and Fubini's Theorem for m-a.e. z:
lim αe-"/?,[Λf#£zM
Γ
J ds
=
J
xe-**E*RJ(X
s
)-RJ(X0)- (a
o L Jo
o \Jt
^aR RJ-RJ -RXxRJ -f) =RφJ~RJ
Together with (4.10), we obtain (4.7).
Step 2. Since Mφ is φ2w-symmetric, it is properly associated with a (symmetric)
Dirichlet form ($φ,D($φ}) on L2(E,φ2m). The proper association, i.e. the
J^-quasi-continuity of p*f for any bounded square-integrable /:£-»/?, follows
from [14, IV.6.7].
We are going to deduce from (4.7) that (£φ,D(gφ)) and (<$φ,D(gφ}) coincide. First
note, that
(4.12) \aRVgf φ2 dm -+ \gfφ2 dm (α -+ oo)
J J
for any bounded (p2ra-integrable f\E-*R and any φ2m-integrable g:E-*R. In
fact: Since α/?£ (α>0) are contractions on Ll(E,φ2m\ it is enough to prove (4.12)
for continuous bounded g. But in this case, Iim
ίi0/?f g=g m-a.e., hence
\im
a
^
aΰ
R%g=g m-a.e., and (4.12) follows by dominated convergence. Now fix
/e C0(E) n D(gφ) (= C0(E) n D(g)). Then (4.7) implies for α > 0
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(4.13) (f-*R*f)fψ2dmL(f-
f Γ
= «(/•- ΛRJtfφ1 dm-2\ x$*T(aiRJ, log φ)fφ2 dm.
J J
But fφ2 is in D(<$\ since the map Ί.R^R, T(s):=(((s/\n)\/ n~l)2-n~2 is
Lipschitz-continuous, bounded and vanishes at 0, andfφ2=f-T(ψ) + n~2f. Hence
the first term on the right-hand side of (4.13) converges to ^(/,/φ2) when α-> oo
(s. [13, Lemma 1.3.4]). Moreover,
I JαΛJΓ(αΛj; log φ)fφ2 dm - f Γ(/, log φ)fφ2 dm\
< |f αφΓ(αΛ J -/ log φ)/φ2 <foι|
+ If αΛJΓC/; log φ)/φ2 dm - f Γ( f, log φ)/φ2 dm\,
which converges to 0 by (4.12) and the facts that <xR
a
f->f in D(S\
Γ(;logφ):D(S')-+L1(E9φ2m) is continuous (by (4.9)), and aR% is a contraction on
Ll(E,φ2m) for any α>0. Thus
Γ Γ
lim \x(f-κRvf)fφ2dm==g(fJφ2)-2 \Γ(f9logφ)fφ2 dm
α-*oo J J
= (τ(f,fψ2}dm- ίr(f,φ2)fdm= ίr(f,f)φ2dm = ^(f,f).
J J J
Hence we have fεD(gφ] and δφ(f,f) = δφ(f,f) by [13, Lemma 1.3.4]. Since
CG(E) n D(<$φ) is dense in Z)(^ φ), we have shown that ($φ,D($φ)) extends (δφ,D(δφ)\
On the other hand, for any bounded function /e D($φ) we have
/ f \i / f \i
< 11/11 oo «4 'sup \T(xR
Λ
f)dm} •( \Γ(logφ)dm] =:c<π.
α > 0 \ J / \J /
Here we used that oc/?£ is a contraction on Lί(E,φ2m\ Γ(logφ) is in ^(E.m) by
(4.9), and
Γ(vRJ) dm = £(<*RJ) < δ(f) Vα > 0
(cf. [14, I.2.22(ii) and 1.2.22]). Thus by (4.7) and [13, Lemma 1.3.4] we obtain
(4.14) lim sup α(/- ocR
Λ
f)fdm
α-> oo J
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<limsup \oί(f-txR%f)fφ-2φ2dm + 2s\ιp \zR?Γ(ιxRJ,\ogφ)fdm
α->oo J α > θ j
Note that, in fact, fφ~2 is in D(£φ), since ψ is in D(g) = D(£φ) c D(Hφ\ the map
T-.R-+R, T(s):=((s/\ri)V n~l)~2—n2 is Lipschitz continuous, bounded and
vanishes at 0, and fφ~2=f'T(ψ)+n2f.
By (4. 14), /is in D(£) and thus in D(Sφ\ Hence ffi,D(%^) = (e*9D(S*)\ i.e.
Mφ is properly associated with (<fφ ,£>(£*)). Π
b) Regularization
From now on, we again assume only that E is a metrizable Lusin space, m
is a σ-finite positive measure on Ά(E\ and (^,/)(<f)) is a quasi-regular Dirichlet
form on L2(E,m) satisfying (Dl) and (D2). In this subsection, we keep the
assumptions on φ from a), and we define ($φ,D($φ)) as in (4.1). Since φ is bounded
from above and below, it is obvious that every ^-nest is an (f^-nest, and ($φ,D($φ})
is quasi-regular. By the regularization method of Z. M. Ma and M. Rόckner (s. [14,
Ch.VI]), we can transfer the result of Proposition 4.1 to the more general situation
considered here. A detailed description of the application of the regularization
method in a similar situation is given in [10, p.56, "Reduktion von 43 auf
45"]. Here we just note (s. [10, Appendix, Section 6] for proofs resp. references
to proofs) that, since φ is bounded from above and below, we can find an δ- (and
hence $φ-) nest (Ek)keN consisting of compact metrizable subsets in E, and a locally
compact separable metric space ^containing Y:= (jEk as a dense subset, such that:
• Ye£(E) and £(Y) = a(E)nY,
• The trace topologies on Ek, keN, induced by E, E respectively, coincide,
• The measure m obtained by restricting m to &(Y) and trivially extending to &(E) is
a positive Radon measure,
• The Dirichlet forms (£,£>(£)) and (έφ,D(<ίφ)) on L2(E,m) resp. L2(E, φ2m) defined by
D(δ) = F(D(g)\ έ(3ru9^v) := δ(u,υ\
are regular. Here 3~ :L2(E,m}-+ L2(E9m) is the canonical isometry (m(E\Y)
= m(E\Y) = Q and m\
Λ(Y} = rn\Λ(Y} imply L
2(E,m)^L2(Y,m\
γ
)^L2(E,m) canonically,
φ:=φo^~9 and 3Γ
φ\L\E,φ2γγί) -+L2(E,φ2 m) is again the canonical isometry.
Clearly, (gφ,D($φ)) is the (^-transform of (£,D(£)) in the sense of
(4.1). Moreover, if M=(Ω9^9(Xt)t^9(Px)seEA) and M« = (&^,(Xt\^(P<ΐ)zeEΔ) are
canonical diffusions properly associated with (<f,D(<f)) resp. (δφ,D(δφ)), we can find
canonical diffusions M=(U)/Γ,(Xt)t^(Pz)ze^) and Mφ = (Cl
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properly associated with (δ,D(δ)) resp. (δφ,D(δφ)) such that
(4.15) P
z
[ΩnΩ]=P
z
[Ωn
p i __ p |
 Λ
 __
Γz\ΩnΩ — Γz\ΩnΩ dnϋ rz\ΩnΩ — Γz\ΩnΩ
for (f-resp. (fφ-q.e. z e Γ and thus (f-/<ίφ-q.e. ze£. Here ΩnΩ is the space of
y-valued paths with possibly finite life-time, which are continuous both w.r.t. the
£-and ^-topology.
If M is conservative, M is conservative, too. Hence we may apply Proposition
4.1 to conclude that for <f-q.e. zeE9 P^ and Pz are locally equivalent with density
exp (M^-K^108*1),). Here M[log^] is the local martingale part in the
Fukushima decomposition w.r.t. M. By restricting A/[log^] and the corresponding
locally-zero-energy-part 7V[log^] to ΩnΩ, and then extending trivially to Ω, we
obtain the Fukushima decomposition of log φ w.r.t. M (cp. [14, proof of VI.2.5.]). If
A/P08*1 denotes the local martingale part of this decomposition, then Proposition
4.1 holds because of (4.15).
c) The general case
Finally, we are going to prove Theorem 1.5 by localizing to the sets Ef9
kεN. The proofs in this subsection are modifications of those in [4]. The
application of the techniques from this article to our more general situation becomes
possible because of the results of Sections 2 and 3 above.
So consider again the setting from the introduction. In particular, we assume
only φ e Dloc(&, (Ek))9 φ > 0 m-a.e., and we define E?9 φ(k\ φk and σk for k e N as in (1 . 1 5)
and below. Let (<ίφ,Z)(<H) be defined as in the introduction and (gφk9D(gφk)) for
keN as in (4.1). For a space J^ of functions E-+R and Ae$(E) we set
''9 u = 0 ra-a.e. on E\A}.
Lemma 4.2. (^,D(Sφ)E^_) = (Sφ\D(Sφh}E^_) for all keN\{\}.
Proof. Fix keN, and let uεD(£φk)Eg ι ( = D(S)E^ ^ Since φ = φk ra-a.e. on
£_
ί9 we have
ί(
Hence u is in D($φ)E<p_ί and
r
S>φ(u)= \Γ(u)φ2dm = I Γ(w) φ\ dm = δ φk(u).
On the other hand, let u be a bounded element of D(Sφ)E^_^. Then there is a
sequence u
n
e^
φ
 (neN) that converges to u w.r.t. the (ff-norm. Now fix
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gkε C
l([Q,π) -> [0,1]) such that gk= 1 on \_(k- 1)" \k- 1] and £fe = 0 outside (AT \k),
and let ι?
π
 := (u
n
 Λ || w || ^  efc gfc(φ). We can find a subsequence of (un)neN that converges
to M m-a.e. But v
n
 = u
n
/\\\u\\00 ra-a.e. on £f_!, and \vn — u\ = \vn\<\un\ = \un — u\ w-a.e.
on E\Ek
p
_i for any A/e^V. Hence there is also a subsequence of (vn)neN converging
ra-a.e. to u. Moreover, ek gk(φ) is in D(S) by the same argument as in (2.4), and
in D(Sφ] by Lemma 2.4. So for any neN, v
n
 is in Z>(<f) ( = />(<?«*)), and
Since (u
n
)
neN is bounded w.r.t. the (f?-norm, (t J^g^ is bounded w.r.t. the
<^k-norm. Therefore the Cesaro moeans of a subsequence of (v
n
)
neN converge to
u w.r.t. the ^?k-norm, in particular u is in D(gφif). Thus D(Sφ)E^ ι c D(^φk)E^ ^
which completes the proof of the lemma. Π
Let M^ = (Ω,^ ,(^)^O,(^LEJ and Af f c = (Ω,^fc,(Jrλ^0,(/?fc)zeEJ, A: eyV, be
canonical diffusions, which are properly associated with (£φ,D(gφ}\ (Sφk,D(Sφk))
respectively.
Corollary 4.3. Let keN\{\}. Then for gφ-q.e. zeE:
Tkn(r<^.l} = /Tkn(r<σ fc. l } far all t > 0.
Proof. For t > 0, α > 0, z e £", and any positive or bounded measurable f:E-+R
let
RkJ(z)'.= Γe-'tffωdt^E
Jo
R?f(z) := Γe-«p?f(z)dt = E ~Λtf(Xt)Λ.
We fix α>0 and a non-negative function /: E->R which is square-in tegrable both
w.r.t. m and φ2m. By [14, IV.5.6], and since σk_ί =0 P/k-a.s. for m-a.e. z
we have RkJeD(^φk}E and
, ϋ) = fv φ2 dm
J
Similarly we obtain, using Lemma 4.2, R?feD(gφ)E£ ^ = D(Sφk)E^ _ί and
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f, v) = f*(R?f, v) = ίfv φ2 dm = ίfv φ2k dm Vt; 6 /W ^
Hence <??«(R?f-RkJ,R?f-Rkf) = Q, and R?f= RkJ m-a.e.
Moreover, Rkf is (f^-quasi-continuous (cp. [14, proof of IV.5.25 (ii)]) and
thus <ί-, and by Theorem 1.4 (i), $ ^ -quasi-continuous. Since R™f is ^-quasi-
continuous as well, we have
(4.16) R?f=RkJ£*-q.e.
By dominated convergence, we see that (4.16) holds for any bounded measurable
f\E-*R. Let y be a countable subset of Cb(E\ that separates the points of E, is
closed under multiplication, and contains the constant function 1. The
$ ^ -exceptional set in (4.16) can be chosen independent of αeβ+ and/e^". Since
t\-+p™f(z) =E?[f(Xt), t<σk_l~\ and t\-*pkff(z) are right-continuous for any/6^
and zeE, we obtain by the uniqueness of the Laplace-tramsform:
(4.17) P?f=PΪf for all />0 and/e^, ^-q.e.
y generates $(E\ because E is a metrizable Lusin space (s. [21, p. 102, Cor. 1,
and p. 108, Lem. 18]). Thus, by monotone class arguments, (4.17) remains true
if y is replaced by the set of all bounded ^(E)-measurable functions
f\E-*R. Moreover, by [14, IV.6.5], we obtain for (fφ-q.e. zeE:
Pφz[p?f(Xs}=pktf(Xs}} = \ for all /,^>0 and all bounded meas. /: E -» R.
The claim now follows by standard arguments, cp. [4, Cor. 4.5] or [10, Folgerung 67].
D
Proof of Theorem 1.5. By Lemma 3.2, (E^)keN is an ^-nest. Hence Claim
(i) follows by [14, IV.5.30.(i)]. Claim (ii) is a direct consequence of Corollary 4.3 and
Proposition 4.1, which can be applied to ($φk,D($φk}\ kεN, because of the
considerations in subsection b). For (ίφ-q.e. zεE, P? is locally absolutely continuous
w.r.t. Pz up to supfceΛrσfc by (ii), and hence by (i) up to £.
Π
5. Examples
a) Brovvnian motion on a complete Riemannian manifold
Let E'=M be a complete connected Riemannian manifold with metric g
and corresponding volume element dυ. For u,υeC^(M) we set
Γ / Γ \£(u9υ):=%\gφu,Vυ)ώ) l=-%\uΔυά>\.
J \ J /
Here V denotes the gradient and Δ the Laplace Beltrami operator on M.
(<f,Co°(Af )) is closable on L2(M,υ) and the closure (<?,£>(<?)) is a regular Dirichlet
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form satisfying (D 1) and (D 2). D(g) is the usual Sobolev space Hl 2(M)9 and
Γ(
We may choose
<#:=
or V:={ξeC?(M)nHl 2(M)ι g(Vξ,Vξ)<\ a.e.}.
In both cases the metric p generated by # coincides with the distance-function of
(M,g). In particular, p is finite and (M,p) is separable.
By Example 2 in Section 1, Dloc(£9(Ek)) is the local Sobolev space Hfc2(M\
and D0($,(Ek)) consists of all functions in Hl'2(M) with compact support. Since
CO°(A/) is dense in //1'2(Af), (D3) is satisfied. Hense we may apply Theorems
1.1 and 1.4 to conclude that for any φeH^M), (^φ,D(S>φ)) is a quasi-regular
Dirichlet form with strong local property, that extends
(5.1) <ΠM = ϊ g(Vw,Vι;)φ2 do (u,veCS>(M)).
J
(<g«,D(<8φ}) is the closure of (5.1) if and only if (1.12) holds for j/ = C0fl°(Aί); e.g.
the conditions in Corollary 1.3 are sufficient. The diffusion M properly associated
with (S',D(S>)) is Brownian motion on (M,g). We assume that M is conservative.
This is the case (s. e.g. [23, Th. 4]), if the volume growth condition
holds. Here V\r) is the volume of the ball of radius r around a fixed point
peM. By Theorem 1.5, the law of the diffusion Mφ properly associated with
($φ,D($φ)) is locally absolutely continuous, with density as in 1.5, w.r.t. Wiener
measure on the path space of M.
REMARKS, (i) In the special case M=Rd with Euclidean metric, (1.12) holds
for any φ e H^2(Rd). In fact, it is shown in [20, Proof of 3.1] by probabilistic
arguments, that /
π
(log φ) v is in C^R*) (i.e. in the closure of C^(Rd) w.r.t. the
(ff-norm) for any neN and veCg>(Rd). An application of Proposition A 1 in the
appendix and of the subsequent remark to the form (ffφ, C^(R3)) shows that ek is in
Q°(/?d) for any keN. Thus we obtain f
n
(\ogφ)-ekeC^(Rd) Vk,neN by
approximating ek with C^/f^-functions.
Consequently, the Dirichlet form of the Girsanov-transform of Brownian
motion in Rd w.r.t. φ is the closure of (5.1) for any φ^H^(Rd\ i.e. we obtain M.
Takeda's result mentioned in the introduction.
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(ii) Similarly, sufficient criteria for absolute continuity w.r.t. diffusion processes
generated by more general elliptic differential operators on manifolds (with not
necessarily continuous coefficients ) may be derived.
b) Reflected Brownian motion
Let U d /?rf, deN, be a bounded Euclidean domain with smooth boundary 9(7,
and dm:=dx Lebesgue-measure on U. The form given by
is a symmetric Dirichlet form on L\U,dx) with strong local property and
square-field-operator Γ(κ,t;) = Vι/ Viλ (&9D(£)) is not quasi-regular, but by
identifying L2(U,dx)^L2(U,dx) we may consider ($,D(g}} a regular Dirichlet form
on £7. For #:={0}, p is the Euclidean metric, and Dlo££,(Ek)) = D0(£9(Ek)) = D(£).
(D 3) holds, because the image of C°°(ί7) under the 1-resolvent of (f, £>(£)) is
dense in D(g\ and by elliptic regularity (cf. [5, 10.17, 10.18 and 8.8]), contained
in C\U)nD(L) c: Dl *(β)nD(L\ By [13, Thm. 1.6.6], the corresponding diffusion
process is conservative. It conincides with reflected Brownian motion on U. For
φeHl'2(U), Theorems 1.1 - 1.5 apply as above.
c) Infinite-dimensional gradient Dirichlet forms
Let E be a (real) separable Banach space and m a finite measure on &(E) which
charges every weakly open set. For K c E' let
be the smooth cylinder functions based on K, and let & €?:=&€?(£'). Here
C™(Rn) is the space of all smooth bounded functions on Rn with bounded partial
derivatives. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, E' separates the points of E. If K is
a dense subspace of E', then K and ^C^(K) separate the points, too. The support
condition on m implies that we can regard ^C^(K] as a subspace of L2(£,w),
and a monotone class argument shows that it is dense in L2(E,m). For
ιι =(/!,... ,/J e ^ CT let du'.E^E',
be the differential of u.
We now assume in addition that we are given a separable real Hubert space
(#,<•,•» densely and continuously embedded into E. H should be thought of as a
"tangent space" to E at each fixed point zeE. Identifying H with its dual H', we
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have that
(5.2) E' c= H ci E densely and continuously,
and the dualization between E' and E restricted to E' x H coincides with <•>')• We
define the gradient Vu : E -» H as the function obtained from du via the imbedding
(5.2). In particular, for heH and zeE we have
s^ OS C7/Z
For UtVe&C? let
(5.3) '(«,!;):= J <Vιι(z)^
We assume that there are a dense subspace K<^E' and functions βkeL
2(E,m)
(kεK), such that the integration by parts formula
ΛΛ /• Λ Λ
(5.4) — vdm=— \u — dm— \uvβkdmJdk j dk J
holds for any u.ve^Cf and fcetf. In this case, the bilinear form (g^C?) is
closable on L2(E,m\ and the closure (δ,D(g)) is a Dirichlet form with ^C^(K]
in the domain of its generator (s. [19, Sect. 1]). Moreover, it follows from the
chain rule, that (£,D(g)) satisfies (D 1) and (D 2). The square field operator is
the unique continuous bilinear extension of Γ(w,t;):=<Vw,Vι>>, u.vE^C^, to
D(£\ By [14, Sect. IV 4 b)], (g9D(g)) is quasi-regular. Let M=(Ω^,(Xt)t>0,(Pz)zeE)
be the properly associated canonical diffusion.
There are two canonical choices for the set # generating the metric:
Choice A. If we just want to consider transformations with φeD(S>),
m-a.e., we may set Ή := {0} (s. Example 1 in Section 1). Then D0(&,(Ek)) = Dloc(#,(Ek))
= D(S>). (D 3) holds, because &C{?(K) is dense in D(g) by [2, Prop. 2.10]. Hence
we may apply the theorems from Section 1 to conclude that (Sφ,D(Sφ}} is a
quasi-regular Dirichlet form with strong local property, that extends
(5.5) £φ(u,v)
It is the closure of (5.5) if and only if/M(logφ) is in the domain of this closure for
any nεN, e.g. it is sufficient that φ is in this domain.
Let Mφ be the canonical diffusion properly associated with ($φ,D(ffφ)). Since
the constant function 1 is both in D(g) and D($φ\ and <y(l) = <f*(l) = 0, M and
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Mφ are conservative (cf. [13, Th. 1.6.5]). Hence by Theorem 1.5, the path-space
law of Mφ is locally absolutely continuous (up to oo!) w.r.t. that of M for <fφ-q.e.
starting-point. This generalizes the main result of [4](Thm. 1.5).
REMARK. If E is large enough and
(5.6) \k2(z)m(dz) < oo Vfc e K,
then it can be shown (s. [3, Thm. 6.6 and Ex. 6.4 (i)], that there is an ^-valued
stochastic process (W^) t>0 on (Ω,^ ), which is a Wiener process starting at 0 with
covariation
under Pz for <ί-q.e. z, such that the stochastic equation
r
r
(5.7) k(Xt) = k(X0) + k( Wt) + $ β^X^ds W > 0 Pz-a.s. for «f -q.e. z
0
holds for any keK. In particular, if (E,H,m) is an abstract Wiener space,
then M is an infinite-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (i.e. (5.7) holds with
βk = k for any kεE'), and if E, //, K and m are chosen as in [3, Sect. 7, II], then M
is the stochastic quantization process of the space-time resp. time-zero free quantum
field (-note that the space of tempered distributions in [3] may be replaced by a
subspace which is a Banach space). If, moreover,
r
(5.8) \(k2(z) + β2(z))φ2(z)m(dz) < oo V/c e K,
J
then Mφ satisfies a stochastic equation of type (5.7) with βk replaced by
βk + k(φ~1Vφ), cf. [10, Part I, (51)]. This is the starting-point for an alternative proof
of our absolute continuity result based on an infinite-dimensional version of
Girsanov's Theorem. This proof, which is carried out in [10, Satz 30], works in
many concrete situations, including the infinite-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
processes and the processes from quantum-field-theory mentioned above. We also
remark that in these situations, by [10, Proof of Satz 35 and Satz 22], /,,(log<p)
is in the domain of the closure of (5.5) for any neN, hence 2?C^ is
dense in D(£φ).
Choice B. To introduce a suitable local Dirichlet space let
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where M denotes the operator norm of the imbedding E' ^ H. Clearly, <β consisits
of continuous functions u satisfying Γ(w) = <Vw,Vw><l. The metric p generated
by %> is given by
p(x,y) = M-l \\x-y\\E Vx,yeE.
In fact, "<" holds because
u(x)-u(y)<supzeE\\du(z)\\Ef'\\x-y\\E<M-ί'\\x-y\\E VuεV,
and ">" follows from
\\x-y\\E = sup{Mx))-f(l(y))l leE', \\l\\E, = l,feCb*>(R)9 \f\<\}
<sup{u(x)-u(y)ι ue&Cf0, \\du(z)\\E,£l VzeE} = M p(x,y)
In particular, p is finite, (E,p) is separable, and the sets Ek (keN) are balls in
E. If (D 3) holds, the theorems from Section 1 apply to any φeDloc(£9(Ek))9 i.e.
to any measurable φ:E-+R that coincides with some function from D($] m-a.e.
on every fixed ball.
Claim. (D 3) holds, if the following two additional assumptions are satisfied:
(5.9) E is a Hubert space
(5.10) m has a square-integrable logarithmic derivative, i.e. there is a function
), such that (5.4) holds with βk=k(β) for any
Proof. We fix decreasing functions gk e Q°°([0, oo)), fceTV, such that gk=l on
[0,fc],£k = 0on [A: + 2, oo), and \gί\<l. Because of (5.9), the functions ek(z):=gk(\\z\\E)
are in C™(E)9 the space of all infinitely often Frechet-differentiable functions on
E with all derivatives bounded. Hence J% := {u ek; weJ^Q00, kεN} is a subset
of Q°(£) as well. It is shown in [1, Lemma 6], that (5.10) implies that Cf(E) is
contained in the domain D(L] of the generator of (^ ,Z)(^ )). Moreover, every
function from J% vanishes outside some Ek9 and
Γ(w) = <Vw,Vw>H<M 2 \\du\\j.. eL*(E,m) VweJ^0.
Thus J% d D(L)nDQιCO(ff9(Ek))9 and it only remains to show that span J% is dense in
This is the case, since for any i eJ^Q30, (v ek)keN converges to v m-a.e., and
^ifa ' ^ Λ) ^  3&\(v) < oo by Prop. A 1 in the appendix. Π
REMARK. If (5.9) and (5.10) hold, then the "test-function" space
£/:={ueCb°(E)'9 suppt/ c Ek for some keN}
contatins J^Q and hence satisfies the conditions imposed above Theorem 1.2.
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d) Other examples
Other examples may be treated similarly to those described above. In
particular, we refer to [18], [17] and [8] for the setup needed to apply out
theorems to Fleming- Viot processes and processes on path and loop spaces of
Riemannian manifolds.
Appendix: Metrics and Cut-off-functions related to Dirichlet Forms
Let E be a separable Hausdorff space, m a σ-finite positive measure on its
Borel-σ-algebra, and ($,D(<$)) a Dirichlet form on L2(E,m) satisfying (D 1) and (D
2). Suppose ^ is a symmetric (i.e. #= — ^ ) set of functions ξeD($) satisfying
Let p : E x E -> [0, oo],
p(x,y):=sup(ξ(x)-ξ(y))
ξ^
be the pseudo-metric generated by <<ί. Assume that (E9p) is separable. We fix p e E
and set pp:=p(\p).
Proposition A 1. Let u be a function in D($\ and let g:/?u{oo} -> [0,1] be a
decreasing and Lipschitz-continuous function such that g=\ on ( — oo,0] and g = 0
on [£,oo] for some b>Q. Then u-g(pp) is in D(β} and
Γ(u g(pp))<2(Γ(u)+\\gf \\i-u2) m-a.e.
Moreover, u-g(pp) is $ -quasi-continuous, if both u and the functions in ^ are
<t> -quasi-continuous.
REMARK. Under additional assumptions, it follows from the results of [6]
and [23] that g(pp) is in D(S>) and Γ(g(pp))< ||g'||^. If there is a function ι/E/)(<f)
such that u = 1 ra-a.e. on {ρp < b}, then g(pp) e D(S>) is a consequence of the proposition.
Corollary A 2. Suppose there is an S'-nest (Fk)keN such that the restrictions of the
functions from ^ to each Fk, keN, are continuous. Let Ek := Fk n [ρp < k}. Assume
further ρp<oo m-a.e. Then:
(i) (Ek)keN is an S-nest.
(ii) If the functions in D(S>) have $-q.c. modifications, then pp is S'-q.c.
Proof of the corollary, (i) Let k e /V. Since pp is a supremum of functions with
continuous restrictions to Fk, ρp\Fk is lower-semi-continuous. Thus Ek is relatively
closed in Fk and therefore closed in E. Now fix uεD($) and ε>0. We can find
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leN and veD($\ such that υ vanishes w-a.e. on E\Fl9 and ffί(u — v)*<ε/2. For
keN let ek\=(k — pp) + Λ l . Since pp is finite ra-a.e., (ι? efc)keΛr converges to i?
m-a.e. Morever, by the proposition, vek is in Z>(<ί) and
supfc SI(Ό- ek) — supk \(\v ek\2 4-Γ(ι;
<3
Thus the Cesaro means of a subsequence of (v - ek)k€N converge to υ in D(β ). But
t; ek vanishes w-a.e. on E\Ekvh and thus the Cesaro means are in D0(<ί,(/?k)).
Therefore we can find we/)0(<f,(£fc)), such that SV(Ό — w)^<ε/2 and hence
&ι(u — w)*<ε. Since w and ε are arbitrary, D0(&9(Ek)) is dense in D($\ and thus
(Ek)keN is an <f-nest.
(ii) By [14, III 3.6], there is an <f -q.c. function u e Z)((T) such that M > 0 ^-q.e. Let
neN. The proposition implies that u-(n — pp)+ is (f-q.c., hence p p Λ« ( = « — u~l -u
'(n — pp)+S'-q.Q.) is ^-q.c., too. By (i), we can find an ^-nest (Fk)keN such that on
Fk, pp is bounded by /c, and pp|^k = pp/\k\fk is continuous. Hence ρp is <?-q.c. Π
Proof of the proposition
Step 1. Fix y e E and ε > 0. We show that there is a function ξ = ξy ε E <£ such
that
(A 1) ξ(x)-ξ(p)<Pp(x) VxεE, and
(A 2) ξ(x) - ξ(p) > pp(x)/\b- 3ε
where ^
ε
(y) denotes the p-ball of radius ε around y.
In fact, by definition of p, we can find ξ e # such that
Using the triangle inequality, we obtain for
> - p(x,y) + pp(y) f\b-ε> pp(x) /\b-3ε.
Thus (A 2) holds. (A 1) follows from the definition of p.
Step 2. We fix a bounded, non-negative function utD(β\ For y, ε and
as in Step 1 let
Όy.lίx):=u(x) g(ξ(x)-ξ(p))9
I claim that vyε has the following properties:
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(A 3) v^(x)>u(x) g{pp(x)) VxeE
(A 4) vy,e(x)<u(x)-g(pp(x)) + 3e- \\u\\ π ftg'^ VxeBt(y)
(A 5) vy,εεD(£) and Γ(v^)<2(Γ(u) + \\g'\\i u2) m-a.e.
In fact, (A 3) follows from (A 1), since g is decreasing. Moreover, g vanishes
on [6,00], and thus
on B
ε
(y) by (A 2). Finally, the map
is Lipschitz-continuous with constant | |g ' | loo> bounded, and vanishes at 0. Thus
we have
and
Γ(u,υyJ+g(-ξ(p)) Γ(u9ΌyJ
= u r(g(ξ\vyj +g(ξ - ξ(p)) - Γ(u,vyJ
= u
2
 Γ(g(ξJ) + 2u g(ξ - ξ{p))
< 2 (u2 Γ(g(ξ))+g(ξ - ξ(p))2 Γ(u)) <2 (u2 \\g'\\ I + Γ(n)) m-a.e.
Step 3. We prove the assertion of the lemma for bounded, non-negative
functions ueD($\ By (A 3) and (A 4), we obtain for u and vyt£ as in Step 2
(A 6) u(x) - g(ρp(x)) = MneN MyeM VytH - ι(x) Vx e E,
where M is a countable dense subset of (E,p}. On the other hand, the strong local
property and (A 5) imply that for any finite subset KaNxM we have
(A 7) r inf ^ ,
w
- ι< sup
\(n,y)eK / (n,y)eK
(s. [7, I, Ex. 7.2]), and thus
inf υy
(n,y)eK
where the supremum is taken over all finite subsets K of TV xM.
Using the Theorems of Banach-Saks and Banach-Alaoglu, we conclude that
there is an increasing sequence (^)/eN of finite subsets of W x M , such that
f, and the Cesaro-means w/ of Vi:=mf(nty^Klvytn-i (leN) converge in
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\ Because of (A 6) the limit is u g(ρp), which is hence in D(β\ The first
part of the assertion now follows from (A 7) and the continuity of
Moreover, if u and the elements of ^ are δ -quasi-continuous, the functions
υytn-ι (neN, yeM), and hence vt and wt (leN), are <ί-q.c., too. Since wt -+u-g(pp)
pointwise (s. (A 6)) and in /)(<?), u-g(pp) is <?-q.c. as well (s. [14, III 3.5]).
Step 4. (general ueD(S')):
For any non-negative function ueD($) we have (uf\n) g(pp)ED(S>) and
(A 8) Γ((u Λ/i) g(Pp)) < 2(Γ(u Λ/i) + \\g '|| I ' (
< 2(Γ(u) + \\g '\\ ^  - u2) m-a.e. for all neN.
Thus
neN
and the assertion for u follows by the same kind of argument as used in Step
3. Finally, for arbitrary functions ueD(S>) we have
u ' g(ρp) = u+- g(pp) -u~- g(pp) e D(g] and
'g(Pp))
(u+)2 + (u^^^^
Here we used that Γ(u+ g(ρp),u~ 'g(pp)) = Q m-a.e., and Γ(u+) resp. Γ(u~) vanishes
m-a.e. on {u < 0} (resp. {u > 0}) and coincides with Y(u) m-a.e. on {u > 0} (resp. {u < 0}).
This completes the proof of the proposition. Π
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